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WIND SOLUTIONS

WHAT WE DO
We have a 10 year track record in the onand offshore Wind Industry.

1. Multidisciplinary Project Support
project planning - certiﬁed technicians - equipment
- operational supervision - project manager -

Rope Access Noord (RAN) is a

solution orientated & trouble shooting - co-

multidisciplinary Dutch company specialized

operation with CTV and ROV providers

in working at heights, depths, conﬁned
spaces and difﬁcult to reach places. Our work

2. Inspection

consists of inspection, maintenance and

NDT - PPE - fall protection & anchorpoints - lightning

repair on on- and offshore installations like

- bolting (UT inspection) - blades - steel integrity -

wind turbines, Offshore Substation, jacket

coating - electricity - corrosion & ICCP - inspection

foundations and on large (lifting) vessels. We

reports (online, 3D, robots) - trend watching

provide technical specialists with high safety
standards.

3. Technical services
maintenance - repairs - rigging - Actsafes for lifting
people & equipment - bolt tensioning - coating welding - cleaning - mounting - retroﬁt campaigns -

We provide safe Access and great

technical solutions

technical Work. Additionally we can act
as stand-by for Rescue and medical /

4. Safety services

emergency responses. All at the same

engineering Task Risk Analyses - Practical Work

time.

Method Statements - Rescue plans

5. Rescue - Emergency response
short response time - extensively trained in ﬁrst aid
& medical respons, International Trauma Life
Support, European Union Special Rescue and ITRA

With our integrated solutions consisting
of people, innovative gear and tools,
drones, ROV and software you hire the
best for your complete project.

WHAT WE OFFER
Extensive experience and expertise
Multidisciplinary Technical Teams
A downtime minimalization and cost saving
optimalization
An extensive collection of technical competences
per person and team
IRATA Rope Access and Safety specialists
Rescue, Advanced Medical and Emergency

For us it is important to build a stable and

Response Specialists

sustainable relation with you, our customer.

The neccessary PPE, equipment, tools, gear and

We focus on your request. Together we will

hoisting bags

come up with the best solution and

Great ﬂexibility and reliability

implementation. We will continiously invest
in the training and education of our
technicians. Should extra speciﬁc
knowledge and / or skills be necessary for
your request, we will make sure our
technicians have these.

We feel 100% responsible for each
project we carry out.

"

We have already carried out many
projects to the full satisfaction of
companies like GE, Van Oord, Cofely
Fabricom, Geosea / Deme Group,
Cadeler, Eneco, Siemens, Engie,
Vattenfall (Nuon), RWE, Vestas, Nordex,
Saipem and Heerema.

"

JOIN
OUR
NETWORK

Rope Access Noord
Ulgersmaweg 6
9731 BS Groningen

+31 [0]50 52 90 857
info@ropeaccessnoord.nl
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